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One hundred and fifty million years ago a tree ancestral to our present-day redwood and giant sequoia grew throughout

the Northern

Hemisphere.

Since then, the natural habitat of these trees has
progressively diminished.

area on the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada,
in Sequoia and Yosemite National Parks. The redwood, Sequoia sempervirens, grows only in a 540mile-long, 30-mile-wide belt along the Pacific coast
from just south of Monterey to the southwestern
of

Oregon.
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Some

specimens exceed 240 feet (73 meters) in height.
In Humbolt County, farther north, a few trees soar
to more than 360 feet (110 meters)-the

tallest

living things.
The ability of the redwoods to grow large and live
long results from their

high resistance

insects, and fungi. They resist fire

to fires,

by having a

large amount of water in their wood, almost no
flammable pitch, and a thick, asbestoslike
The last significant

bark.

fire in Muir Woods occurred

about 1845. Chemicals in the wood provide ver_y
effective protection from insects and fungi.

The roots of neither the redwood nor the giant
sequoia penetrate much deeper than 6 feet, but
their lateral root systems radiate up to 100 feet
from the tree. Giant sequoias reproduce only from
seeds; redwoods

reproduce

mainly by sprouting

from root buds.
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REDWOOD CANYON TRAILS
Distance in miles from park entrance
Bootjack Trail to Cathedral Grove. . . . . ..
Bootjack Trail to Park Boundary. . . . . . . ..
Bootjack Trail to Camp Alice Eastwood' ...
Pantoll Camp via Bootjack Trail. . . . . . . ..
Bootjack, Ben Johnson, Dipsea Trail Loop.
Pantoll Camp via Dipsea T.C.C. and
Stapelveldt Trails. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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